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(The impetus for this article comes from my participation at
the Oslo Conference on Conflict Management in June, 1980. The
Conference, called by Professor Nils Christie, Dean of the
Scandinavian Research Council for Criminology, and sponsored
by The German-Marshall Fund of the United States, was a five-
day meeting exploring the different concepts and practices
relevant to societal needs and theories of criminal jurisprud-ence. 

The intent of the Conference was exploratory: upon what
understanding or foundation could progressive thinkers in the
field of justice begin to build a theory or approach for future
work.)

Developed industrial nations experience the realities of

dysfunctional justice: the daily inability of the justice
system to sustain and maintain a consistent theory and practice

=or social order and predictability. The progressive idealogy

of rehabilitation as an effective approach to behavior control

and modification has collapsed. In the legislative halls of

AE.erica and Europe, new deterrence concepts and punishment

theorists hold the policy fieldl. Progressive criminologists

and sociologists are searching for a post-rehabilitation theory

and model. The recent conference in Oslo was an effort to

advance this search.

In the United States, various criminal justice experiments

or system "adjustments" are taking place: alternative sentencing
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programs i community crime prevention programs; and, victim

compensation projects. The effort receiving considerable
atte*tion in the past few years is the "alternative" to justice

IImove~ent. 
The focus of this paper is this justice movement and

i'

the limitations and potentials that it offers.

1he "alternative" to justice movement includes theorists
from Ii the former rehabilitation school, who stress restitution

t-o v~ctims and de-emphasize punishment of offenders. These

rest~tutionists or "healers" of the movement consider mediation
a \more effective instrument for resolving disputes than

i
the 4dversarial proceedings of court, and are often critiqued

for ijeing "soft-on-crime". The movement also includes the neo-

deteJj!rence or punishment theorists. They favor alternative justiCE!
c

mecho=inisms as a new approach to social control. These retribution-."
c

ists ilor "coercers" of the movement. are often challenged for

"wid~ning-the-net" of state influence over individuals and situ-
,

atio~s heretofore not subject to state intrusion or record keeping.
!

The aresent limitation of the "alternative" J'ustice movement, as'I

demo~strated by their respective critiques, 'is its association
c

with j'traditional justice agencies, and, thereby, its inability to

disasisociate itself from the underlying theories and justifications

for ~he formal justice system.3 Healers and coercers are arguing

abouti aspects of the formal justice system, its component limitaticms"

and drocesses, when they debate the issues in the "alternative"
!,

just~ce movement.

~efore advancing to an examination of a conceptually different
and ~lternative justice theory and model, a context is needed to.

'i

bett~r understand the debate within the present "alternative"
l

just~ce movement. Moreover, this context will Provide a deeper
I'

appr~ciation for the lack of alternatives presented and serve as

a baqkground to the final section of this paper.
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~t is now widely documented and discussed that the justice

system, as an effective instrument for the fair and prompt re-

dress of conflict, is dysfunctional. Procedural, social, racial,

and.~conomic differences between disputants are recognized as
seridus impediments to equal and effective justice.4 More poignant:

c .

are ~hose critiques that assess. the state's ability for:change asprob~ematic, 

when the. state's role in societal life is often per-
! 5

ceiv~d as part of the problem. Thus state sponsored or encour-

aged !'"alternative" justice mechanisms invite close scrutiny.
,

The state has been involved in promoting and developing the

"alternative" justice movement. While there are many rationales

for ~nitiating alternative justice programs, the more challenging

inclq!de:

~ The complexity of societal activity and the need

for 5t~intrusion in civil mattters:

~on-state social control mechanisms (church, family, neighbor-
~ood homogeneity, etc.) have broken down ,in modern urban
~ociety. As social activity becomes rno~e complex and less re-
~trained by social custom, the state has an increasing interest.
~o supplement or augument the social control mechanisms and
become more involved in the "civil" side of social interaction
and events.

In such an environment, the distinctions between civil and
criminal become blurred and diffused. The development of
state supported, non-criminal justice forums6 is not the devel-
opment of alternatives to justice, as much as they are exten-
sions and changes within-traditional justice. From this
perspective, often promoted by the coercers within themovement, 

the complexity of urban life makes the threat of
criminal sanctions (deterrence) too distant and removed to
serve as an effective social instrument. Thus the interest
in exploring control mechanisms that fetter and impact tradit-
ionally civil interactions.?

The most explicit model encompassing this rationale is the
state sponsored or encouraged involuntary, coercive mediationprogram.
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The deflection of social discontent and the---

potential for social organizin~:

Organized discontent can serve to mobilize people for
social change. This is true for those who understand
that the formal system of justice cannot meet their needs.
A dysfunctional system of justice does pose the potential
for social protest and organizing. In California, one
extreme of this is the organizing promoted by the
"coercers" to rid the judiciary of "healer-oriented"
judges. From a justice perspective, a more divisive
organizing would include increased attacks on the legal
profession ~d judiciary from diverse citizens' lobbies.

Informal justice mechanisms are perceived as being re-
sponsive to these complaints. Moreover, such mechanisms
continue the traditional justice system's policy of iso-
lating complainors as disorganized disputants. Finally,
informal mechanisms, exceeding traditional justice's legal
limits, convene private dispute resolution sessions, thus
precluding the organizing potential normally associated
with the system's class action suits. In this regard, it
is worth noting that in California, the only group to
oppose recent legislation establishing informal justice
mechanisms was the media lobby on access to information and
open hearing principles.8

Perhaps the most extensive model of state co-option of an
alter~ative justice activity is the Polish Social ConciliatoryCommissions.

* The suppression of conflict and the limitedmechanisms 

for conflict expression:
~

As the only formal mechanism for the resolution of conflict,
the legal system channels, limits and often suppresses the
expression and, thus, resolution of conflict. While conflict
is an aspect of daily life, the legal system through definitions
and procedures refines and rigidifies particular disputes as
appropriate for judicial consideration. Given this approach
and analysis, it is not that there are too many conflicts, as
there are too few vehicles for the timely expression and re-
solution of conflict.

Informal justice mechanisms are accordingly promoted by the
healers within the movement, even though these mechanisms are
extensions of the formal justice system. These alternative
mechanisms do provide a different type of conflict expression,
and serve to extend the participation norm beyond witness,
defendant, and iuror.
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The varied atteI:1ptes by many "alternative" programs in the
United States to be neighborhood-oriented relate to this
intent on expanding the number and scope of conflict re-
solution vehicles. Regretfully, limited conceptual analysis
and organizational structure leave most programs wedded to
the traditional justice system. In this regard, the Community
Board Program in San Francisco, California, is a notable
exception, and an alternative concept and model to the
traditional justice system.

The ~ove rationales are not abstractions. Existing "alternative"

jus~ice mechanisms extend the prevailing justice system, and

generally fall within one of two categories:

I.

State encouraged or supported, involuntary and

coercive referral models: ~'AgencY-Mediation Programs"

Tbe "agency-mediation" model inter-relates a criminal justice
9 10 .11

a~e~cy's (often--prosecutor, court, or po1~ce ) case referral

?rocedures to a specific mediation program. The model demonsta~es

tt...e p-::i.'I!\ary linkage between a justice agency's interests and power

a~d the operation of a mediation center. The case referral by an

a~e~cy is generally coerced and disputant participation often in-

voluntary. The rationale for this process is that "but for" the

a~er..cy' s pressure disputants will not attend the mediation session,,\!

Further, since most, if not all, of these referrals represent

~atters that the agency would not formally pursue, the coercive!

referral, following the establishment of a criminal justice case f

file on those involved, presents the classic widening-the-net
'-- ~

?her.ornena so criticized by c:I;:'iminologists and movement lihealers".

T~~s is a critical issue and one deserving of close examination

~_d research. It directly relates to the social control rationale

articulated above. It is submitted that agency-mediation programs
are promoted not because they handle criminal referrals, but pre-

cisely because they are not legitimate criminal cases or ones

that criminal agencies would realistically pursue. The case re-
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ferral is a direct extension of the agency into the non-criminal

or civil side of urban life.

This justice extenion stems from the recognition that trad-

itional social control forms (family, church, stable neighborhoods)

no longer exercise a controlling influence. Instead of examining

whether changes in the impact of industria.lization and urbanization

on family and community life would restore their former influence,

the breakdown of social control serves as a basis for expanding
the state's influence in this heretofore non-state area. From
this analysis it is not because. of economic or social factors that

. 1 1 " 12
crime flourishes, but rather from "weakened SOCl.a contro .

"If society's social control is so weakened that crime flourishes,

it is natural to try precisely to strengthen society's 'social

13control' ."

~ r-

From this perspective, state sponsored, agency-mediation
models respond to the weakened social control out-there in society,
and place the state and not those weakened social mechanisms as

the primary control entity. The coercers of the "alternative"

justice movement disavow the coercive aspect of the agency-

mediation model and highlight its social (conflict resolution)

value. Ironically, most of the literature justifying agency-
mediation models start with an analysis that older social control

entities (family, church, school, etc.) have broken down and nolonger

perform conflict resolution functions. Thus, the logic fcrjllows,
the need for state supported conflict resolution mechanisms.14 It

is interesting that there is no reference to developing or reviving

the community's responsibility ~or these traditional social functions.
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cont:ttol beyond the direct application of individual deterrence-

punishment theories. The "alternative" justice movement in
large part is an experiment by the state to expand justice

cont~ol mechanisms through the rationale of "weakened social

cont~olll. The emphasis is upon "increased formal control
out ~ere in society, as a balancing of weakened informal

!! 16

cont~ol."

~aving the above serve as the basis.£oJ:' state intervention -

/in thle civil area is a dangerous precedent. If the decline of

famill ' school, neighborhood, ~nd church serve to justify state
inte~_ention in civil relationships and activities there will

deve op less state interest in re-vitalizing or improving these
I

irnpo tant social, non-state entities. If "weakened social
contrll" serves as the basis for expanded state intervention and
socia control what incentive is there by the state to commit

reso ces to directly strengthening these 'weakened social entities?

Furth r, might not the unwillingness to st:r-engthen such entities
I

be rei ated to the fact that the negative impact of industrialization
, -

and u!fbanizati~n WOU1~ have to be,more directly addressed? More-

over'l by focusl.ng on l.ncreased crl.me as an aspect of weakened
I

socia!~ entities, there is a direct policy avoidance of-addressing
what !~s weakening the social entities. And, theJ::e by, perhaps,

,;

causipg crirne.

F!~nallY, as an implicit statement of i,ts secondary concern

for c!~nflict resolution (over social control), agency-mediation
"

progr~s suffer limitiations not dissimili,3.r from the formal
i

justipe system. Most particularly, it is I:>ften unable to get
or co~rce the participation of all relevan't parties to the con:"

flictll.17

~bfore agency-mediation programs are expanded in the United
States serious examination is warranted of the public policy and

practical consequences of this aspect of the "alternative" justicemovement.
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State endorsed, voluntary, non-cl:)ercive referral

model: The Polish Social Concil.iatory Commissions

The most explicit state sponsored, non-coercive, extra-

judicial mechanism is the Polish Social Conciliatory commissions.18

The Commissions were initially developed outside the state

structure through "spontaneous" neighborhood movements that

began in Wroclaw and Lodz in the early '50's. "Good neighbor

committees" were created in order to reso:Lve social conflicts

wothout sending the case to court. These commissions flourished

during a political period that supported a broad .range of

democratic activities. By the beginning of the '60's, this

political trend shi::ftedi however, the legal profession encouraged

the development of the commissions and their establishment as

part of the local governance structure. :[n 1965, the Law on

Social Courts was adopted.

The parliamentary debates on the proposed legislation

stressed the desire to have social courts as organs of social

self-government, as entities for educational activity, and as

structures that were voluntary and separa1:e from the state courts.

This approach resulted in a limitation on the prosecutor's case

referral authority to one of application 1:0 the commissions and

not automatic acceptance by the commissions.

However, instead of "spontaneous movements" serving to est-

ablish commissions, the law gave the authority to establish and

administer the commissions to the All-Polj.sh Committee of the

Front for National Unity (APC/FNU). The !;,NU provides directives

for the type of persons best suited to be on the commissions and

for the method of recruitment. The initicitive for a commission

must come from a committee of the local Fl~U, and.commission members
,

are selected by the FNU. The FNU is an arnl of the Communist Party.

FNU has established commissions in most urban and rural
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communities in Poland. However; local awareness of the commissions

or how to use them does not seem very extensive.19 Moreover, as

the number of commissions increased, the greatest source of case

r~fe
~ralS have become the cour~s ~nd state agencies. Disc~ssions

w~th !persons close to the comm1SS10ns suggest the substant1al
idecl"ne, 

and in some instances dis-use, of the commissions as a

recipient of individual case referrals.20

Whereas, the commissions developed initially outside the

justice structure during a period when local self-rule was popular,

their absorption within the justice process and as a program of
the flU present contradictions. \Vhile the legislation stressed the

sepation of the commissions from the formal justice system,
i

it .tegrated the "spontaneous" or local aspect into the formal

str ture of the FNU. Although, the commissions do not have judicial

auth irity, they are part of the state apparatus. As a state

enti y, the very efficacy and purpose of the commissions has shifted,

repre!senting now more court and agency interests than residentinitiatives.

I!t many respects the early history of the Polish Social

ConcjJliatory Commissions resembles the struggle presently taking
to establish non-state, free trade unions. The present issue is

Whet~~ler the unions must recognize the "leadership" of the CommunistPart~. 

This is precisely the issue that was legislated-away in

the ormation or legalization of the commissions: the requirement

that Ithe FNU serve as the leadership of and structural coordination

for 'I:1ihe polish Social Conciliatory Commissions.

t e history of the commissions highlights a practice of state

co-o !tion of a social movement ~hrough "supportive and encouraging"

legislation. \ihile early statistical data is nearly non-existent,

pressnt figures indicate that on the average an urban commission

will hear approximately 15 cases/year. The limited number of

cases suggest the limited functional use of the commissions. Per-
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haps, the two open questions presented by 'the commissions are:
"

*II ~'lhat type of entity might it have ,evolved into had

the state not co-opted it? And,

To what degree does a voluntary commission that \

seeks social harmony and cooperati,on without the

power of the state an extension of state social I

control? As a corollary: assumin,; social control,

how extensive is it without the ap:plication of state

coercive authority?

i*

t:j;(

It isl! interesting that one of the issues i:['l.the enactment of

the regislation centered on the commissions exercising"educational
measures n against wrong-doers. This consists of the fulfillment

of obligations through commission supervision, community opinion,

or assistance from social or political org.anizations. "It is

cormnunity pressure wh.iJ.ch causes the interested parties to come

to the commission and askfor repeal of the educational measure

applied, promising improvement in their be..1i1avior.,,2l These
educa,tional measures are rarely applied an:1 discouraged by the
Fl-.TU'sl insistence that all actions be related. to :the voluntary -

ii

nature of the proceedings and the conciliatory procedures employed

It is speculated that the initiai "'spontane'Jus"commissions used in

fact forms of social education as effective forms of social

contJ:1plr and sought the enactment of this :~rocess in the proposed

legisllation. Ho\vever, the fact that it is seldom applied, and
, ,

giveIi the FNU's insistence on maintaining conciliatory and volun-
I,
'I

tary I!proceedings, it is assumed that there is a strong state

preference for relatively ineffectual, non-aggressive commissions.

]jln contrast to agency-mediation programs outlined in the first
, ! --

sect~on, the Polish state's co-option of the spontaneous commission
movement seems in large part to avoid having an independent and

competing "authority" operating in the urban neighborhoods. The

F~TU's stress on elements that leave the commissions ineffectual
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suggest the supine posture the FNU desires for the commissions.

The elements that would have strengthen the commissions--local

selection of commission members, application of education measures,

and broad awareness of the commissions' services--are not present.

The ~istory of the Conciliatory Commissions underscore the

problemmatic nature of state sponsored "local" conflict resolution

mechanisms even when they ~e voluntary in concept and practice.

~he "alternative" justice models described above each have

the state exercising an important role. It is the state's

invo1lvement that circumscribe the models as justice "alternatives~'.

More9ver, the state's rationale for involvement speaks to concerns

beyo~d the mere functioning of alternative justice mechanisms

(as ~ighlighted on pages three and four). The final model to
I.

explore is a non-state mechanism.

Community supported, voluntary referral mode~:

Community Board Program

The

Conceptually, the Community Board Program advances a

community normative justice system. This approach is premised

on a ,community perspective to the rationales setforth at the
!

begi~ning of this paper:

The diversity and complexity of societal life directly
encourage the strengthening on non-state, social entities.
This rationale urges the commitment of social resources
within the community and the reviving of the community's
responsibility to articulate and project social mores.

*

* Conflict suppression, individual or community, is
destructive to the safety and vitality of individual- and
community life. Community-based fc,rums provide a ready
vehicle for the early expression an.d potential resolution
of conflict. And,
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*1 Community forums present a positive expression of
resident need to organize community justice mechanisms.
Moreover, the maintenance of the forum is a recognition
by the col!lInunity that conflicts pro"ide important
contextual material for individuals and commun~ties.

Organizationally, Community Boards empJ1asize community

and individual referral of cases to neighborhood panels composed

of fi;ve local residents trained in value bl1ilding, communication
Ii

and c,pnciliation skills. Panel sessions a:(e open and generally

held llion community or church facilities. TJ1e Program places

stress on the importance and value of cori.f:lict expression. In

the training programs, hearing sessions, and community meetings,

the Program seeks community expression of :;hared (normative)values. 

Specifically,. through the case he.3.ring experience, the

Program addresses normative values witJ1in the neighborhood

and panel community:

lr That conflict is a positive value:

II This approach views conflict as ha'.Ting important con-

t~ctual meaning, and a potential approach to improvement

and change.22 This is a distinct cont:ra~t 'Co justice and
medical models that traditionally view conflict as "acting

out", a manifestation of individual de'viancy or social

illness. From these negative models, the justice system

has developed a practice and procedure for conflict avoid-

ance, suppression, and manipulation de:;tructive to individual

change and community awareness.

That peaceful expression, of confli,::t within thecoIrlItluni ty

is a positive value:
211.

~~'i 

The expression of hostilities and differences within the,
dionununi ty serves to inform :and educate, providing, thereby,

a base from which greater understanding and mutual work between
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disputants can take place. The greate:r the degree of con-

flict expression the greater the likel:Lhood for reduced

tensions and the potential for common i3.ccords. The justice

system's practice of having the confli<:t expressed by

the disputants' representatives "robs" the disputants not

only of the expression of the conflict, but the conflict

itself.23

3. That individual and neighborhoode~:ercise of responsibility

for a conflict is a positive value ::

Non-state social entities are weakE~ned in society in

large part by the state's assumption oj: incompetency and

transfer of the "problem" to a state a~rency. By promoting

professional attention to conflicts, and controlling to a

signifiqant degree the scope, procedurE~s, and remedies

allowed pursuant to state licencing ancl school accredition

requirements, individuals and non-state! social entities are

de-skilled and made dependent upon exte~rnal, state funded

or state licensed entities.24 By placj.ng the conflict within

the skill and competency of trained £2E~unity people, many

of whom are former disputants, the for1.:lm is able to place

responsibility for the expression and resolution of the.
conflict on the disputants. Moreover, the forum is the

community's statement of its capacity and confidence to :accept re-

sponsibility to handle conflicts at the~ neighborhood level.
The assumption of individual and commu~lity responsibility is a

positive value that serves t<;> enhance t~he vitality and stability

of the neighborhood.
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1. ~at voluntary resolution of conflict between

II disputants is a positive value:

I, Coerced resolutions contain inherent limitations:

df parties; of enforcement; of attitude; of future re-

lations; of understand; and, of future conflict-resolution

modeling. Voluntary resolutions are first and foremost a

positive statement between the disputants about themseleves,

each other, and the situation. If there are limitations

they recognize what they are. If other parties should

participate in the dispute, disputants recognize the contri-bution. 

If additional social resources are needed they

come to this conclusion and make this determination. If

future problems arise, they have a process to model or can

lnvoke the forum anew. Voluntary resolutions made in the

interests of the disputants do not need coercion to maintain

them. Nor are power differntials (e. g'. , landlord-tenant) minimized by the introduction of coercive forms. The broad

community endorsement of the forum and, respect for its process

are the boundary lines of its "authori,ty and force". 25

The dommunity justice mod~l looks to strel'1lgthening in-conununity
resources, responsibilities, and skills. It is not an extension

of the formal justice ,system or the state's record keeping apparatus
Community justice forums operat~ within the conununity arena of

prevention, and accordingly seek conflj.cts and situations before

they become justice statistics. Most crit:.ically, conununity justice
forums have the potential to link the expression and resolution

of conflict not only as a disputant goal, but as a community value.
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It is the community's support for the nornlative values of

conflict expression that provides legitimacy and integrity to

the neighborhood forum.

The alternative justice movement is a limited, often

unexamined, effort to ameliorate the dysfunctional aspects of

the modern, urban justice system. As an extension of the

formal justice system, this movement, especially its agency-

mediation model, raises serious policy and constitutional issues

that should be thoroughly examined and critiqued before further

model replication is promoted. Moreover, it is essential that

close examination be made to understand the basis for the demise

of neighborhood social units and the increased centralization of

conflict resolution processes and authorit:y. Further, an analysis

and real assessment of the state's interve:rltion in the dispute

resolution process is very important and much needed.

The latter issue raises critical social policy concerns that

arise directly from the state's extension of the justice system

in the dispute resolution field. Neighborl~ood entities (e.g.,

schools, churches, libraries, beat cops, local markets, etc.)
serve to model, project and expec;t a stand.ard of individual and

inter-personal behavior. The criminal jus'tice system, and justice

generally, in contrast models and projects the minimal standard

of behavioral expectation short of punishment. This isa.standard

that is far less than what most communitie:; are familiar with or

would want to embrace. Individuals and ne:lghborhood ~ntities

have the ability to model the behavior of excellence.provided they
exercise the necessary responsib.ility to make this expected
standard a reality. The greater the reliance on police and agency
coercion and fear mechanism~,the greater the likelihood that most

neighborhoods will suffer a decrease in so(~ial responsibility
(i.e., neighborhood atrophy) and an increa1;e in the levels of

fear and insecurity (i.e., unacceptable behavior).
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It is not possible for law enforcement or the justice system

to model the neighborhood's expected standard of behavior when

the justice system itself openly projects a lesser standard in

ascertaining whether the peace is being maintained.

To maintain and model the higher level of social behavior,

neighborhoods need to exercise social authority and responsibility.
The state could advance this effort by placing increased emphasis

on the importance of the neighborhood units and encouraging their

greater participation in promoting the quality of neighborhood
life. This would mean the state's support for and willingness to

abide by those areas of work and responsibility that are promoted

by the urban neighborhoods. Social policy development and im-

plementation would have to undergo significant change inorder to

achieve the suggested level of neighborhood participation. However,

few alternative options are realistically available if the level

of neighborhood atrophy is to be reversed and the higher standard

of social interaction between people is to be promoted.

l

In many respects, it seems appropriate to re-evaluate our justice

policies by assessing the resources and needs of the citizenry

within their urban and neighborhood context. It is the neighbor-

hood and family units that are the building blocks of the urban
environment. Their vitality and active social participation is a

valid measure of the degree to which citizen and neighborhood
responsibility are authentic parts of the _nation's social urban

policies. The advancement of a dispute resolution process that

directly relates to individual and neighborhood responsibilities

for conflict resolution serves to incorporate the neighborhood's
own resources in understanding-and reducing fears and conflicts.

(As a policy norm in a democratic society the greater use and in-I

volvment of community people in the daily affairs of urban life

should be actively encouraged and promoted. The principal failure
of the alternative justice movement has been its agency focus and

its limited advancement of broade~ democratic policy norms.
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